Press Release
Tanknology Introduces TankCam HD
Austin, TX, January 29, 2018 — Tanknology is pleased to introduce TankCam HD, the next
generation of Tanknology's industry-leading, patent-pending tank inspection system, TankCam.
TankCam HD is remote, high-definition video camera system that allows underground storage
tank (UST) owners to identify potential issues inside of tanks, including structural or lining
problems, cracking, blistering, delamination or corrosion.
TankCam HD allows tank owners to pinpoint the cause of failed tightness tests, verify conditions
after a tank cleaning, locate unused riser openings, verify overfill protection or visually inspect
fuel conditions – and no fuel removal or excavation is required. Each TankCam HD inspection is
performed by a highly-trained and certified Tanknology technician. Each cost-effective
TankCam HD inspection results in a digital video record and detailed report that notes the
condition of the inspected tank.
The patent-pending TankCam HD is a high-definition upgrade to the TankCam, which has been
used to investigate thousands of USTs. The TankCam HD provides high quality images at
distances up to 20’ or more, allowing thorough inspections of most USTs through a single
opening. The system is currently available in select markets. However, the company has plans
to provide ubiquitous coverage by the end for the first quarter.
“With the aging single-walled UST population, a video camera inspection provides unparalleled
access and information on the interior of tanks. In addition to a valuable assessment tool when
acquiring existing facilities, TankCam is also extremely valuable when developing a capital
upgrade or replacement program,” noted Allen Porter, President and CEO of Tanknology. “Our
new TankCam HD system improves on our groundbreaking TankCam technology and allows
owners to get a crystal clear picture of what’s happening inside their tanks so that they can
make informed decisions about their next steps.”
To learn more about the TankCam HD system, visit tanknology.com or call 1-800-964-1250.
About Tanknology
Based in Austin, Texas, Tanknology operates across America and around the world, providing
environmental compliance testing and inspection services at more than 50,000 petroleum
fueling and storage facilities per year, offering more than 20 compliance-related service
offerings. Internationally, Tanknology licensees span more than 30 countries, providing services
to the largest petroleum operators in the world. For more information, visit www.tanknology.com.
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